Goods Virtues Slote Michael
goods virtues. by michael slote. new york: clarendon press ... - goods and virtues michael slotew york:
clarendon press. 1983. michael slote's goods and virtues does not offer a synoptic treatment of the virtues or
of personal goods, but instead proposes a "corrective" to certain confucianism and virtue ethics: still a
fledgling in ... - virtues (slote 2001). second, there is little consensus in the current literature about the
nature of virtue. michael slote has argued that traits are virtuous if they are “fundamentally admirable”
(2001). others, influenced by the ancient greek tradition, ... explanatory primacy of virtue over right action and
the maximization of goods ... contemporary virtue ethics and aristotle - aristotelophile - see also nancy
sherman, the fabric of character; michael slote, goods and virtues; bernard williams, moral luck and ethics and
the limits of philosophy. the literature on virtue ethics is now extensive. volume 13 of midwest studies in
philosophy, edited by peter a. french, theodore e. uehling, jr., and howard k. the moral aspect of nonmoral
goods and evils - libres.uncg - michael slote has also presented both cases of this sort and cases where the
... michael slate, goods and virtues, oxford, 1983, pp. 80 . ff. • i prefer the terms 'regrettable' and
'reprehensible' to the term 'repugnant', which is sometimes used in this context. the suffixes '-able' and '-ible'
indicate that what is at moderation, rationality, and virtue - moderation, rationality, and virtue michael
slote the tanner lectures on human values delivered at stanford university ... he has recently written goods and
virtues ( 1983) and common-sense morality and ... slote is a member of the royal irish academy. i in these
lectures i shall be discussing some central features of practical rationality. the ... the physician-to-patient
relationship in virtues-based ... - certain goods). so understood, we can say with slote that these virtues
are forms of “caring,” but, against slote and following darwall, that caring is itself better conceived as
benevolence than as empathy.10 role-centering is our second structural/dynamic feature of a moral 8 see
michael slote, morals from motives (new york ny: oxford univ. the need for more than justice tandfonline - 5 michael slote, goods and virtues (oxford: oxford university press 1983) 6 laurence thomas,
'love and morality,' in epistemology and sociobiology, james fetzer, ed. (1985); and 'justice, happiness and self
knowledge,' canadian journal of philosophy (march, 1986). in defense of the primacy of the virtues - in
defense of the primacy of the virtues jason kawall in defense of the primacy of the virtues ... sumably includes
states other than goods of a kind such as health or flourishing). see julia driver, uneasy virtue (new york:
cambridge university press, 2001). 4 michael slote (2001), and “sentimentalist virtue and moral judgement:
outline of a ... the vicissitudes of common-sense virtue ethics, part i ... - the vicissitudes of commonsense virtue ethics, part i: from ... prominent among them is michael slote, who argues in two recent ...
nonmoral virtues, and the desirable, personal goods. he ends ... love as a moral emotion - archive.nyu love as a moral emotion* j. david velleman introduction love and morality are generally assumed to differ in
spirit. the moral point of view is impartial and favors no particular individual, whereas ... michael slote, goods
and virtues (oxford: clarendon, 1983), p. 86. slote’s example is dis- nietzsche and the morality critics research - nagel, michael slote).5 indeed, in looking at the claim common to critics of morality like slote, foot,
wolf, and bernard williams-that ... 5. see, e.g., michael slote, goods and virtues (oxford: clarendon, 1983), p.
79; ... leiter nietzsche and the morality critics 253 this claim. but even if the theory does capture what is
conceptually morality and virtue: an assessment of some recent work in ... - morality and virtue: an
assessment of some recent work in virtue ethics* ... this essay therefore focuses on michael slote’s morals
from mo-tives, rosalind hursthouse’s on virtue ethics, and, ... good attitudes to goods and evils. hence the
virtues are states of loving the four dimensions of an intellectual virtue - “the four dimensions of an
intellectual virtue.” moral and intellectual virtues in western and chinese philosophy. eds. chienkuo mi,
michael slote, and ernest sosa new york: routledge, 2015. 86-98. print. 1 the following is a penultimate draft.
for the final draft, please see the volume in which it book review - skku - complexities, slote indicates, “can
lead one to wonder whether any harmonious philosophical picture of harmoniously related virtues and goods
can be adequate to our circumstances” (93). because neither confucian nor aristotelian thinking appears to
eliminate tensions among virtues, slote argues, we should “explore the
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